The Monroe Family

By 1816, James Monroe had gained in national recognition and popularity, and his personal life revolved increasingly around his political career. At the time of the election, the Monroe nuclear family consisted of:

- James Monroe (58 years old)
- Elizabeth Monroe (48 years old)
- Daughter Eliza Monroe Hay (29 years old)
- Son-in-law George Hay (51 years old)
- Granddaughter Hortensia Hay (7 years old)
- Daughter Maria Hester Monroe (14 years old)

It had been sixteen years since Mr. and Mrs. Monroe lost their son James Spence Monroe, who died of illness before the age of two.

Although James Madison, Monroe's close friend and occasional rival, initially excluded him from his presidential cabinet in 1809, Madison asked Monroe to be Secretary of State in 1811. After the Capitol was burned by British forces, it became obvious that the current Secretary of War, John Armstrong, was not prepared to lead the army in the War of 1812. James Monroe took unprecedented action and filled two cabinet positions at once, acting as both Secretary of State and Secretary of War. From 1814 to 1815, his cabinet efforts cost him a great deal of family interaction and wore down his health. It was clear that Monroe needed to recover and restore his energy, and see his family. During the summer of 1815 the Monroe family travelled across Virginia, visiting various hot springs in an attempt to revitalize a weary James Monroe.

The family respite came to an end as James Monroe stepped forward as a presidential candidate; soon the family would have to adjust to life in the perpetual spotlight. As described by Ellen W. Randolph, Thomas Jefferson's granddaughter, “even the most idle and indifferent” would “think and talk a good deal about [the presidential election].”¹ George Hay, Monroe's son-in-law took on the role of campaign manager.² The Monroe women did not take an active role in his 1816 campaign, but they contributed to his image; while his political success made him respected and liked as a politician, his charming family made him respected and liked as an individual. Elizabeth Kortright Monroe was the ideal wife of the era; she was well composed, a good mother, and she never made her political opinions public. She wore the latest Parisian fashion, as did her daughters Eliza and Maria; these women were idolized by much of America.

---

However, Elizabeth was not liked unanimously, and the discussion of the reserved nature of the first lady made the Monroe presidency all the more publicized.

**Highland in 1816**

Monroe made an addition to the main structure at Highland and filed a new, and what would be his final, claim with the Mutual Assurance Company:
Interestingly, Monroe had not picked out the name “Highland” yet in 1816. When Attorney General Richard Rush visited Monroe at his house in August, the two discussed names for what the property should be called. Rush was still mulling over names after returning to Washington, and after initially suggesting to Monroe he name it “Holland-wood,” in honor of the friendship of Lord Holland in England, Rush went on to share several other options:

“If you reject this, I have another. It is in unison with the motto on your seal; or, more strictly, with your toast last 4th of July. Call it “Seventy Six”! There is a district in South Carolina called ninety six; and why not “Seventy Six” for a country seat? In a little while it would sound as well as any thing else. How would Chippewa do? combining rather a pretty Indian name with one of our victories. For a choice under the Indian head, I refer you to all our Indian treaties! If nothing else will do, I would stick to “La Chaumière”. Thus you may gather my dear sir, that my little trip to the mountains was so pleasant that it keeps running in my head still.”

The Baron de Montlezun also visited Monroe at Highland in September. The traveling Frenchman commented during his visit:

“Mr. Monroe’s residence is a charming retreat: the house is nothing more than improvised; it should be rebuilt on a hill in front, where the situation will be very advantageous.”

**Thomas Jefferson and James Monroe**

In the beginning of 1816 Jefferson and Monroe were in close contact about their neighboring properties. Jefferson wrote with a question regarding Monroe’s vineyard:

“I have an opportunity of getting some vines planted next month under the direction of M. David, brought up to the business from his infancy. will you permit me to take the trimmings of your vines, such I mean as ought to be taken from them the next month? it shall be done by him so as to ensure no injury to them.”

Monroe also asked Jefferson to mediate a boundary issue with his neighbor William Short between Highland and Short’s property called Indian Camp. Monroe was still serving as Secretary of State in Madison’s cabinet when Jefferson sent him the costly outcome from the survey:

*Monticello Feb. 28. 16.*

**Dear Sir**

*The arbitrators, surveyor, &c met on the 21st. they decided the line in your favor, but divided costs as a tax on you for so careless a designation of the line as to entrap a subsequent purchaser. the disputed*

---


lines were found to contain 68 acres. the costs will be 6. or 7.D. a piece to you. I inclose you the original award & the plat you inclosed to me.

ever & affectionately yours.

Th: Jefferson

Jefferson’s survey of the land of William Short, which borders Highland on its NE corner.
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Jefferson had great confidence in Monroe as a candidate in the 1816 election and wrote to him “God bless and preserve you for the eight years to come especially”. It is striking this letter was written almost two months before it was certain Monroe had won the election.

James Madison and James Monroe
The summer of 1816 Monroe remained devoted to finishing his last duties in Madison’s cabinet as Secretary of State, namely working for the demilitarization of the Great Lakes and managing

---


the fiery temper of the French Ambassador Baron Jean Guillaume Hyde de Neuville, who seemed to take offense with Washington society at every turn. Monroe confided in Madison after a summer of complaints from De Neuville: “If I could be free from this kind of persecution, from these little men, who make great affairs out of trifles and be at liberty to busy myself in my private affairs only...I think I should soon be well.”

In 1816 President Madison and Secretary of State Monroe both ordered portraits of each other from artist John Vanderlyn, which they displayed at their homes.

During the fall of the year Vanderlyn began seeking patrons to finance an engraving from Monroe’s painting, as seen in this advertisement from the Albany Register on November 13:
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